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Autonomous Initiation of Human Physical Assistance by a Humanoid

Anastasia Bolotnikova\textsuperscript{1,2}, Sébastien Courtois\textsuperscript{1}, Abderrahmane Kheddar\textsuperscript{2}

Abstract—We study the use of humanoid robot technology for physical assistance in motion for a frail person. A careful design of a whole-body controller for a humanoid robot needs to be developed in order to ensure efficient, intuitive and secure interaction between human-aided and human-patient. Here, we present a design and implementation of a whole-body controller that enables a humanoid robot with a mobile base to autonomously reach a person, perform audiovisual communication of intent, and establish several physical contacts for initiating physical assistance. Our controller uses (i) visual human perception as a feedback for navigation and (ii) joint residual signal based contact detection for closed-loop physical contact creation. We assess the developed controller on a healthy subject and report on the experiments achieved and the results.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the most recent predictions, by the year of 2050, 1 out of every 6 people in the world will be over the age of 65, compared to 1 out of every 11 for the same age group in 2019 \cite{1}, \cite{2}. As a result, demand for healthcare professionals, who can help frail elderly with everyday routine tasks, is expected to increase dramatically. With a shortage of people of working age, who could satisfy this demand, robotization of the caregiving operating industry is required. Moreover, the recent Covid19 outbreak brought to light the crucial role that robots can play in future pandemics.

Robots are expected to play a pivotal role in the future of healthcare for elderly and disabled, improving both quality of life of patients and quality of work of human caregivers \cite{3}. Particularly, user-friendly humanoid robots \cite{4} may be a good fit for the job thanks to their familiar shape \cite{5}. potential multi-functionality and natural communication capabilities of a social robot specifically designed to interact with people in a natural, intuitive and useful way \cite{6}.

In this work, we consider a general interaction scenario which may occur in everyday care. A humanoid robot is required to autonomously reach a person and establish several physical contacts on a human body to initiate physical assistance in motion. A whole-body quadratic programming (QP) controller framework \cite{13} is used to develop a Finite State Machine (FSM) controller that enables a humanoid robot to autonomously participate in such interaction scenario.

A visual human perception is used for closed loop navigation towards a human. The joint residual signal based contact detection is used to determine time of robot-human contact events \cite{7}, \cite{8}. Verbal, visual and body language communication is included in the controller design to enable a robot to autonomously communicate its intentions to a human. More specifically, our contributions are following:

- the design of a whole-body controller architecture for the interaction scenario (Sec. III-A);
- the implementation of a visual feedback based navigation towards a human (Sec. III-B);
- the integration of a multi-modal communication of intent in the controller design (Sec. III-C);
- finally, we present the results of using the controller for an interaction trial with a healthy subject (Sec. IV).

II. BACKGROUND

In the field of research on physical human-robot interaction (pHRI) for assistance in motion or power augmentation, a large majority of the works consider either the scenarios where human is creating a contact on the robot body surface \cite{9}, \cite{10} or the application of exoskeletons \cite{11}. In our work, however, the roles are reversed, it is the robot who is responsible for autonomously establishing a physical contact. An interaction scenario where the robot itself is actively and autonomously creating contacts on a surface of a human participant body is rarely considered. In \cite{12} a control of a robot establishing a contact on the human body was studied with consideration of safety limits in terms of the human pain tolerance limits. In \cite{13} a humanoid robot was used in a sit-to-stand assistance context to contact a human and perform a motion while maintaining the contact.

Human-aware navigation is a basic skill that a robot must have when operating in the same environment as humans \cite{14}. A sensor fusion navigation approach was developed and tested in \cite{15}. More often human avoidance strategies in navigation are studied \cite{16}, \cite{17}. Visual servoing was used to make a robot navigate towards a human, maintain constant distance between itself and a human, and follow a walking human. This visual servoing based control was presented in \cite{18}, \cite{19}. Although, this work does not include the details of the navigation method. However, a demo of this navigation approach is available online \cite{20}.

Yet, none of the previous works have considered a full autonomous interaction scenario with integration of all components of visual feedback based navigation towards a person, multi-modal communication of intent and closed-loop physical contact creation. In our work, we describe the design and implementation of the whole-body QP FSM controller for the studied pHRI scenario (Sec. III) and present the experimental results (Sec. IV).
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III. Controller architecture

The whole-body controller is developed using mc rtc QP task-space control framework. We consider a complex interaction scenario which is comprised of several distinct stages, each of which consists in achieving multiple objectives. Therefore, the controller is implemented in a form of an FSM, where every state corresponds to a specific stage of the interaction process. Fig. 1 presents the general structure of the implemented FSM controller. In Sec. III-A we describe this controller implementation in detail.

A. FSM QP controller implementation

The robot actions are controlled by an acceleration-resolved QP controller. This means that an optimization problem is formulated with a quadratic objective function that consists of a weighted sum of tasks formulated as errors between actual and desired setpoints in task space, as well as first and second derivatives of these task errors. Robot joint acceleration are the decision variables of the problem. A set of linear constraints in the optimization problem formulation ensure that the solution is physically feasible and safe [20].

As indicated in Fig. 1 the interaction starts with controller initialization (init). At this stage, the robot description module is used to build the base control problem as QP with default tasks and constraints (Eq. 1).

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{q_f} & \quad \mathcal{P} + \mathcal{B} + \mathcal{C} \\
\text{s. t.} & \quad \text{joint position, velocity and torque limits} \\
& \quad \text{self–collision avoidance} \\
& \quad \text{sliding ground contact constraints} \\
& \quad \text{bound mobile base velocity and acceleration}
\end{align*}
\] (1a)

The objective function of the QP contains a default posture task \(\mathcal{P}\), default mobile base position task \(\mathcal{B}\) and a center of mass task \(\mathcal{C}\). Interested reader can refer to [20] for detailed definition of these common QP tasks and constraints.

After the controller initialization, transition to InitialPosture state is triggered. At this stage, we assume that the robot is positioned far from and facing the human participant. In this state, the default posture task \(\mathcal{P}\) is given a new setpoint \(q_d\), which is a new posture that the robot is moving its end-effector to. We define a threshold \(\delta_P\) and consider this state to be completed when the posture task error \(\epsilon_P\) is less than or equal to this threshold, which triggers transition to the NavigateToHuman state.

In the NavigateToHuman state, default mobile base task \(\mathcal{B}\) is removed from the problem formulation and a Position Based Visual Servoing (PBVS) task \(\mathcal{V}\), regulating mobile base motion, is added. The objective of this task is to minimize the error in the camera frame between mobile base position, computed from kinematics tree, and target mobile base position, which is defined w.r.t human frame detected in robot camera field of view (Fig. 2). We detail how this target position is computed and reached in closed-loop in Sec. III-B. Termination of this state is triggered when \(\mathcal{V}\) task error \(\epsilon_B\) reaches a predefined threshold \(\delta_B\).

Now, the robot executes a sequence of predefined contact tasks \(T_i^c, i = 0, \ldots, N\). For every contact task, the first state of the sub-FSM is IntentCommunication, where the robot explains and illustrates its further intentions specific to \(T_i^c\) to the human (Fig. 3). This state is implemented to ensure smooth and comprehensive transition to the states where the robot establishes physical contacts with the human. We detail the purpose and implementation of this state in Sec. III-C. Human head orientation is monitored in this state to verify that a human has paid attention to the visual communication on the robot screen. The time for intent communication is predefined \(T_{I^c}\). Once state time \(t_I\) exceeds \(T_{I^c}\) intent is considered to be successfully communicated and transition to the PreContact state is triggered. After robot prepares for a contact, appropriate joint residual signal [7], [8] is monitored in the MakeContact state, as robot is moving its end-effector towards the human body, to detect the time of the contact event. When all contact tasks are finished the experiment ends with RemoveContacts state and moving away.

B. Nearby surrounding navigation towards human

We define a fixed mobile base position and orientation target w.r.t human reference frame \(hX_h^c\). The human reference frame \(Pelvis\) pose in the robot camera frame is obtained from human Body Tracking by Azure Kinect camera installed on the robot, we denote this transformation as \(cX_h\). From the joint encoder readings and known robot kinematics we compute transformation between camera frame and mobile base frame \(cX_b\), which at the start of the experiment is equal to the world frame \(hX_c = wX_c \text{ at } t = 0\), where \(t\) is the time elapsed from the start of the experiment. The desired setpoint pose \(hX_b^c\) in the camera frame is (Eq. 2)

\[
cX_b^c = cX_h^c hX_b^c
\] (2)

All frames involved in these computations are illustrated on the experiment simulation setup in Fig. 2.
This update is performed on every iteration of the controller and passed as a target to the PBVS QP task $\mathcal{V}$ associated with the motion of the mobile base. Due to the fact that a camera and the body tracking frame rate (30Hz and 15Hz respectively) is much lower than the control frame rate (83Hz in case of Pepper), new detection data is not available for every controller iteration. This may result in a sudden task error jumps and discontinuities. For a smoother PBVS task error evolution and convergence, in this work, we set lower limits for the mobile base speed and acceleration.

The error between the current and desired mobile base frame poses is used as a feedback error for the PBVS task $\mathcal{V}$ to navigate in closed-loop to the desired position (Eq. 3)

$$\epsilon_B = (X_b^c X_b^*)^{-1}$$

Detected human head frame is used for a camera orientation target task implemented in the controller as an Image Based Visual Servoing (IBVS) task $\mathcal{O}$. With $X_c$ being a human head frame pose in the camera frame detected by Azure Kinect, the $\mathcal{O}$ task error which ensures that human head is kept as close as possible to the center of the field of view (FoV) is $\epsilon_O = \text{head}_c$ translation. Based on our experience, keeping a human head in the center of FoV results in better overall human body tracking results from the Azure Kinect, especially once some human body parts become occluded and are thus no longer in the FoV.

In the future, we consider combining this method with V-SLAM\(^3\) technology for highly robust performance. This is necessary for improved safety and for handling low frame rate and high frame latency of Azure Kinect depth sensor.

\(^3\)We choose SLAM as it will certainly be a mature technology to navigate inside rooms indoor senior citizens’ homes, personal houses, hospitals, etc.

C. Intent communication for user comfort and safety

Humans usually express interest in touching a humanoid robot when they see one. However, when the roles are reversed and it is the robot that will establish physical contacts on a human body, the loss of control from a human side, the lack of understanding of the robot intentions, and the low communicative cognitive capabilities of the robot can cause discomfort and even fear during the interaction. The closer a robot is to a person, the more considerations need to be taken into account for human comfort and safety. And in the case of direct physical contact, human participant safety and comfort (both physical and mental) are of extreme importance for successful human-robot interaction.

Indeed, a human participant needs to trust the robot to feel comfortable to allow it to establish physical contact. And this trust can be established only if the human can predict what the robot intentions are. Therefore, we integrate good user experience design considerations as parts of the FSM controller in order for the human to feel comfortable while the robot is in close proximity and is establishing physical contacts with the human. For that robot is programmed to clearly communicate its intentions to the user, using different communication modalities (verbal, visual, body language).

When the robot reaches the person close enough, prior to establishing physical contacts, the robot is communicating verbally what it intends to do next. At the same time, using body language the robot draws the attention of the human participant to its tablet screen where an illustration of the intended physical interaction is displayed on a schematic figure, as is shown in Fig. 3.

With these familiar tools for information transfer, we enrich the interaction with different communication modalities and enable the robot to make its intentions very clear prior to establishing physical contact.

Fig. 2: NavigateToHuman FSM state visual tasks

![Fig. 2: NavigateToHuman FSM state visual tasks](image)

Fig. 3: Multi-modal IntentCommunication FSM state

![Fig. 3: Multi-modal IntentCommunication FSM state](image)
D. Physical contact establishment

The physical contacts are established using posture QP tasks to move robot’s right or left hand links towards the surface of the human body where the contact is supposed to be established (Fig. 4). Contacts are established in closed-loop via monitoring of residual signal between predicted (learned) and measured joint position tracking errors [7], [8]. Predefined contact locations on a human body in this work were inspired from observing the human caregiver’s practices for similar interaction tasks. The exact position of the contacts can be adjusted to different human morphologies or chair heights. However, the feasible contact locations are limited by the robot’s reachable workspace. The exact feasible placement of the contacts can be planned by analyzing the human point cloud using the method presented recently [21].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have achieved preliminary experiments that will be enhanced further in the future work.4

A. Platform description

We are using the upgraded prototype of Pepper wheeled humanoid robot platform that has been customized for later in-situ experiments with real patients. With respect to the commercial version, this robot has an additional Azure Kinect camera mounted on the top of the head, mainly for human body tracking. The robot is also equipped with the RealSense D434 camera for SLAM and additional source of IMU measurement that we are not using in this paper. These additional hardware elements are added to the robot description module and used by mc_rtc framework to build the base controller QP formulation. Under the tablet, this Pepper version has embedded Jetson TX2 for image processing and other heavy computation. For the time being, we are running the controller on an external PC for easy debugging and programming purposes.

B. Results

At the start of the preliminary experiment, the robot is placed about 1.2 meters away from a chair where the human participant is sitting. First, the robot navigates towards the person, then communicates its intentions, and proceeds to initiate several physical contacts. First, robot establishes a contact with the right shoulder of the human participant. Then, the robot invites the participant to place their hand in the robot’s right end-effector (as is being simultaneously demonstrated on the tablet screen of the robot). The experiment ends with all contacts being autonomously removed, robot thanking the participant and moving away.

Fig. 6 shows main stages of the experiment. Interested reader is invited to see the video accompanying this paper for the full experiment demonstration or to refer to the controller source code for implementation detail.5

Plot on Fig. 5 shows evolution of the PBVS task errors in XY translational and Z rotational axes during the NavigateToHuman state (Fig. 6a). The task error evolution and convergence is mostly smooth. A slight sudden jump occurs at the end of the state for the Y axis, when the robot is very close to the human participant. Typically, at this stage the depth perception deteriorates due to the human being too close to the camera and, as a result, discontinuities in human body tracking are also likely to occur. Nevertheless, the NavigateToHuman state completion criteria is successfully reached and transition to the next FSM state is triggered.

4For the time being, the experiments with more participants couldn’t be achieved because of the restrictions of the Covid19 outbreak.

5https://github.com/anastasiabolotnikova/autonomous_phril_init
The orientation of the human head frame is monitored, and the robot checks if the human face was oriented to look at the robot’s tablet at least once for paying attention to the figure displayed on the screen. This is an additional criteria for exiting IntentCommunication state. The plot of the monitored human head to robot tablet angle is shown on Fig. 7. This plot validates that, shortly after the start of IntentCommunication state, the human head is being oriented to look at the tablet.

Once intent is communicated, the transition to PreContact and then MakeContact states for the robot’s left end-effector are triggered. The robot starts to move its left arm towards human back to establishes a physical contact on the right shoulder of the participant (Fig. 6c). The monitoring of the residual between measured left shoulder joint position tracking error and predicted expected position tracking error of this joint allows to detect the contact event (as mentioned in Sec. III-D). Fig. 8 shows the residual signal for the left robot shoulder roll joint. As can be seen from the plot, the contact is detected (when residual reached a threshold) and maintained for several seconds after the detection occurs as is requested according to the MakeContact state design.

Similar process is repeated for the robot’s right end-effector. However, in this case, the robot invites the user participant to place their hand into the robot’s right end-effector, which is brought up in front of the user as is shown in (Fig. 6d). The plot on the Fig. 9 shows the residual signal for the right elbow roll joint and indicates successful detection of the contact event. Once the contact is detected, the robot closes its right gripper slightly, as a human would do in a similar interaction. This contact is also maintained for a few seconds before being removed.

The experiment ends with the robot autonomously and carefully removing all established physical contact one by one. The robot thanks the human user for participation in the experiment and moves away.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we integrated and enhanced different bricks to build an architecture that enables the humanoid robot Pepper to reach a person in need for physical assistance, communicate its intentions and establish several physical contacts to initiate the assistance process. We developed a task-space optimization controller instance derived from [20], enhanced with visual servoing [22], which allows reaching safely a person. In close contact interaction the robot initiates contacts [7] to achieve compliant contact motion [8]. The controller was enhanced with communication plug-ins.

We believe that all the bricks that have been developed are viable ground technologies to effectively achieve frail pHRI purpose in real experiments. The latter are planned to be conducted in-situ a retirement house with few real patients in our future work; where participant impression during the interaction will also be evaluated. Engineering efforts are now undertaken to clean the existing software to meet safety requirements and recovery procedures. SLAM technology will certainly mature to a real-time reliable and commercially available software and is integrated (but not used in this paper) to navigate in indoor spaces. We forecast the same maturation for human body tracking. Task-space optimization have been proved extremely flexible and reliable in many industrial set-up. In near future work, the human model will be integrated as part of the multi-robot QP control model [20]. Thereby, we are synthesizing an adaptive force controller in the task space to allow the robot to effectively assist the site-to-stand motion, human limbs manipulation, etc. The latter problem is challenging because a human is not equipped with encoders or torque sensing which would allow closing the loop and computing the right amount of assistive forces. We will also redesign the balance criteria for the humanoid to increase safety of the dyad during pHRI.
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